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EASTER COMPETITION 2017
This year we are running a free competition
open to all children aged between 4 and 12
years of age.
Come along to Molsom & Associates to collect
your Easter egg hunt clue and entry form. You
can then follow our clues to find paper eggs in
different windows around Spalding centre.
Each egg will have a different message for you
to complete on your form.
When you have completed the message, return
your entry form to the practice no later than
Saturday 15th April. We will then enter all
correct forms into our free prize draw to win a
pair of children's polarised sunglasses!
Terms and conditions apply and are available
in the practice.
Good luck everyone!

Molsom & Associates Easter Egg Competition 2017
Search Spalding for our special paper eggs displayed in windows around Spalding. Below are some
clues to get you started. When you find an egg copy the message displayed on it in the spaces
below. Fill in your details and return this to the practice for a little treat and to be entered into our
draw to win a free pair of children's polarised sunglasses.
Is our first egg wearing his new spectacles? A red looking out of the window of your local,
independent Opticians!
The next green egg is in a window where he can smell flowers and coffee and is nestled between
lovely gifts!
Sunday dinner meat, pies or bacon for breakfast this butchers shop shares a name with a yellow
cartoon character so look out for a yellow egg!
Measure your feet for a fancy new pair of shoes at this local shoe shop near by, a blue egg is
looking out of the window!
Lets get some breakfast, lunch or a milkshake and slice of cake. Our orange egg is staring out of the
loft window!
Are you borrowing any books for the Easter holidays? A purple egg with a message will be looking
out for you!
Walking round to the Crescent if you are not borrowing a book why not treat yourself to one , don't
forget your bookmark! A lime green egg will be waiting for you.
A pink egg hiding between watches and jewels which are on display heading around to the hole in
the wall. You are nearly there keep going!
Watching a film or a show this center has a lot to offer! There is a lot of window to search, however
our spotty egg is there waiting with a message!
Our final egg is hidden in the Hills?? A lilac egg in the window is the last one to complete your
message.
Fill in the details below and return to the practice for a small treat!
Child's name;
Age:
Contact number:
Parent / Guardian signiture:
By signing the above form you are agreeing that you are happy for your childs name and image to be used in
promotional material of all medium. The winner will be drawn at random from all correct entries. The winner will be
contacted and will be able to choose a pair of polarised childrens sunglasses from a specific range, not presciption. Only
1 entry per child age between 4-11 years of age.

